
There’s little difficulty in showing that some of the most vener-
able political parties of the democratic world may be facing
terminal crises. The difficulty is in determining if government by
a party or parties - the sustaining base of administrations the
democratic world over - can last. On most material measures,
the world is getting better - less poverty, more education and
literacy, healthier people (though few believe it). But not for the
established political parties which often helped make it so. That
is because the parties are at the mercy of a series of vast
movements, global rather than bounded by the nation state.

In the United States, the Republican party of Abraham
Lincoln has been seized by Donald Trump, a man who often
seems to prefer autocracy to democracy. The shift is driven by
forces as disparate as an increasingly precarious and resentful
workforce (nearly 60 percent of American workers are paid by
the hour), a white backlash against the Obama presidency and
a corporate world which rejoices in a new tax plan that richly
rewards the rich. Voters may turn against the Republicans in
the 2018 mid-term elections, but the Democrats, having lost a
presidential election they expected to win, have not yet found
either a leader or a unified message.

In Europe’s leading state, Germany, the narrow victors in
the September federal election - the center-right CDU/CSU -
embark in January on talks with the center-left Social
Democrats, coalition partners in the previous government. Both
parties, with decades of often-distinguished political struggle
and governance behind them, do so with reluctance; both fear
the growth of new parties, sign of a de-alignment from the
establishment, winning support from around 40 percent of the
electorate.

In the UK, the Conservative government seeks an exit from
the European Union while a barely suppressed civil war rages
within it. The far-left commands the Labour opposition. In
France, all of the established parties have been marginalized in
the national assembly by a wave of political neophytes in the
newly created En Marche movement - a support group for
presently all-powerful President Emmanuel Macron.

In Italy, elections in early March could see a revived right
wing, with a substantial far-right component come to power -
as it has in Austria. Spain’s conservative ruling party is stale-
mated by a vote in Catalonia for separatist parties. In Central

Europe, Poland and Hungary are ruled by authoritarian (and
popular) parties; in Poland’s case the governing Law and
Justice Party is set to be sanctioned by the European Union for
departing from agreed liberal-democratic norms.

All of this goes on while in China and Russia, Egypt and
Turkey, autocrats not subject to public or institutional account-
ability enjoy popularity and mock democracies. Less than three
decades ago the triumph of liberalism and democratic gover-
nance was celebrated as the Berlin Wall fell and the Soviet
Union fell apart. Now the dystopian critiques are the best-

sellers - as, from the right, Eric Zemmour’s indictment of con-
temporary France in “Le Suicide Francais” (2014), and from the
liberal side, Edward Luce’s “The Retreat of Liberalism” (2017).

Beyond the local phenomena, there are larger forces afflict-
ing the most storied parties. Globalism is made up of inter-
linked factors. Many of them - the spread of medical know-
how and techniques, the enforcing of human rights through
such organizations as the United Nations’ International Court
of Justice, the rapid diffusion of communications technology
and the containment of some of the world’s conflicts through
the actions of NGOs, the UN and the richer national govern-
ments -seem to be, largely uncontroversially, good. (Not, how-
ever, for Trump, whose administration announced cuts of more
than $285 million in its 2018-2019 budget for the UN after
member states voted to reject his recognition of Jerusalem as

the capital of Israel.)
But other factors - the increased pressure on the environ-

ment through the effects of higher growth, the increase in
inequality as, everywhere in the world, the highly-educated
cosmopolitans benefit while the unqualified get left behind and
the familiar institutions of the nation state are replaced, shrunk
or bought by foreign companies or governments - are felt by
millions as a loss to their self respect and their quality of life.

Liberal values were and are themselves part of globalization
- indeed, were and still are aggressively promoted globally,
since the end of the Cold War seemed to open up the globe to
an appreciation of the values of freedom. These included free-
dom of speech and publication, equality between men and
women, an end to racial discrimination and expanded accept-
ance of all sexual orientations. They were developed by parties
mainly on the liberal or left end of the spectrum, but quite
quickly adopted by parties of the center right. Since the cen-
trist parties often broadly agreed on economic policies, and
were in favor of the market, the differences among them
declined, even disappeared, making them less centers of
activism, more of policy development by specialists.

Activism instead has shifted to NGOs, parliamentary law-
making to global institutions, while wages and working condi-
tions of work deteriorated because of competition from the
developing world’s lower-paid working millions. Among the
lower-income earners of the developed world, globalization’s
effects are felt as oppression, and governments usually can’t
help. In many countries, especially in authoritarian states, rulers
consider the liberal program of greater freedom as immoral,
even obscene.

Most mainstream parties were founded to promote, or
oppose, issues that have nothing to do with today’s world.
They adapt, but with ever-greater difficulty and in most cas-
es ever-declining membership. It may be that the upstart
parties, presently filling niches, will expand and take their
place. Or it may be that, as Jill Lepore has suggested, the
“party of one” which is the internet and social media-
empowered citizen, will take over in an unimaginably com-
plex digitalized version of Athenian democracy. Either way,
parties - once centers of power, policy and hope - will be
hard put to carry on. —Reuters
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Here is what 
US should do 
about Yemen
Ambassador Nikki Haley pulled no punches at her Dec 14
media conference in a US Air Force hangar at Anacostia-
Bolling. Taking what she called the “extraordinary step” of
displaying missile parts that had been declassified for the
event, she told reporters that it was Tehran that had sup-
plied the equipment used by Houthi militants trying to
attack the civilian airport in the Saudi capital of Riyadh.
“The evidence is undeniable,” she said. “The weapons
might as well have had “Made in Iran” stickers all over it.”

Haley, Washington’s ambassador to the United
Nations, had a clear objective in her speech: To bolster
international support for Washington’s efforts to hold
Tehran accountable for what she called its worsening
behavior. “The fight against Iranian aggression is the
world’s fight,” she said. “International peace and security
depends on us working together.”

The United States, Western Europe, the Gulf Arab
states, and the UN Security Council have long been con-
cerned about Tehran’s arms smuggling and its violations
of UN resolutions. UN sanctions monitors have docu-
mented several shipments of small arms, rocket-propelled
grenade launchers and ammunition destined for the
Houthis that likely originated in Iran. The fact that Houthi
militants are increasing the range of their missile launches
and are beginning to target Riyadh lends credence to
Washington’s suspicions of Iranian technology being
exploited against Saudi Arabia.

The Trump administration, however, would be deluding
itself if it believes Iran is the sole cause of Yemen’s trou-
bles. The unfortunate reality of the situation is that millions
of Yemenis are the primary victims of a cruel and unfor-
giving contest for power and influence between far more
powerful nations. And regrettably, the United States is a
big part of the problem.

While it may be convenient to simply write off Yemen’s
civil war as yet one more sectarian skirmish in an Arab
world infected by polarization and historical grievance,
the fighting in the region’s poorest country goes beyond
that simplistic paradigm. The rivalry between Iran and
Saudi Arabia, the two biggest powers in the Middle East
and the countries with the largest war-chests, interpret
the region’s politics as a zero-sum game where compro-
mise is neither possible nor advisable.

For Saudi Arabia, any gain for Iran is seen as a loss for
Riyadh’s geopolitical power and regional leverage. The
most recent example was the Saudi attempt to force
Lebanese Prime Minister Saad Hariri to step down over
his unwillingness to more forcefully confront Hezbollah,
the powerful Iran-backed group that is part of Hariri’s rul-
ing coalition. While the pressure on Hariri to leave office
failed after he returned to Beirut to continue in govern-
ment, the ordeal demonstrated the extent to which the
Saudis will attempt to curtail their arch-rival’s geopolitical
influence.

For Riyadh, both the Houthis and Hezbollah are sym-
bols of Iran’s malignant intentions in the region. The Saudi
Press Agency and official statements from senior Saudi
officials label the Yemeni movement as an “Iranian armed
militia group”. In comments last November, Saudi Foreign
Minister Adel Jubeir claimed that the Houthis would not
have been able to continue their operations without
Tehran’s military support. Overall, Riyadh has made it
clear that its air campaign in Yemen is as much about pre-
venting further Iranian entrenchment on the Arabian
Peninsula as it is about restoring Yemen’s internationally-
recognized government - if not more so.

No Bystander
The United States may not be an active combatant in

Yemen’s war, but it is not a bystander either. And at the
same time the US continues to provide military and logis-
tical aid to one side of the conflict, Washington continues
to rightly insist that intra-Yemeni peace talks are the only
way of ending the war and that all combatants must
cooperate with the UN special envoy. US officials have
failed to explain how taking sides while supporting the
UN-facilitated peace process are not contradictory
objectives. Nor has the White House sufficiently explained
how US national security interests are promoted by play-
ing a part in an intense geopolitical proxy war whose
continuation has helped Al-Qaeda grow its ranks and the
Islamic State double in size.

The administration perhaps has not given an explana-
tion because there is no good one to give. Indeed,
Washington’s policy in Yemen in regard to the civil war is
ineffective at best and a contributor to the conflict at
worst. If the United States is genuinely serious about pro-
moting a peace process, it should work within the
Security Council to impose economic sanctions and travel
bans on all individuals, regardless of provenance, deemed
responsible for human rights abuses and obstructing the
diplomatic process and intensify its focus on international
extremist groups that threaten Americans at home and
abroad. Washington must also devote more attention to
conflict-ending negotiations than it has in the past.

Unfortunately, there have been no suggestions from
the Trump administration that it will stop a policy not
only fueling an increasingly dangerous regional proxy
war, but one the US Congress has not had the opportu-
nity to debate and authorize as required under the con-
stitution. Washington must recognize its mistakes before
further damage is done, because the longer the war goes
on the more misery will be thrust upon the Yemeni peo-
ple - and the more damage there will be to America’s
reputation. —Reuters 
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Probe into fire at 
US firm’s offices 
focuses on lapses 
A government investigator into a blaze that led to the deaths of
37 staff at the southern Philippines offices of an American market
research firm says there are indications of fire safety lapses that
may have contributed to the tragedy. The Dec 23 blaze in Davao
City broke out at a furniture and fabric store on the third level of
a mall, the New City Commercial Center (NCCC), and then
engulfed the offices of the US firm, Research Now SSI, on the
fourth floor of the same building in choking smoke.

The only person among the 38 killed in the fire who didn’t
work at the firm was a mall security officer. More than 100 SSI
employees who were on duty that day managed to escape, of
whom six were injured. Initial evidence from an ongoing investi-
gation by Philippine government agencies indicates sprinkler sys-
tems on the 3rd and 4th floors of the building weren’t working as
their valves were closed, said Senior Superintendent Jerry
Candido, who is director of logistics at the Philippines’ Bureau of
Fire Protection and one of the lead investigators into the fire.

Candido said that Research Now SSI employees may have
been unaware of the fire beneath them for some time because
their office had its own alarm that was not connected to the sys-
tem used by the mall. “That explains why people inside the SSI
were not aware that fire is happening just below their floor,” he
told Reuters in an interview. His comments are the most extensive
yet made publicly on the progress of the investigation.

In a statement issued in the United States on Friday, Research
Now SSI said it is working with the authorities involved in the
probe into the fire and is “confident that an impartial investigation
will reveal that it has complied with all the security and safety
requirements required by law”. “We are focused on helping our
employees and the victims’ families, and cooperating with the
government agencies, over the coming weeks and months,” said
the firm’s CEO Gary Laben. Privately-held Research Now SSI is
the result of a merger between Plano, Texas-based Research Now
and Shelton, Connecticut-headquartered Survey Sampling
International, which had operated the Davao call centre, only three
days before the fire. The merged company’s major shareholders

are the private equity firms Court Square Capital Partners and
HGGC. Darry Gallego, assistant vice president of corporate serv-
ices at NCCC, said the mall could not comment on an ongoing
investigation, but stressed that safety requirements had been met,
including having a sprinkler system. “The mall had passed through
all the needed safety examinations and was certified by the
authorities as being safe to operate and serve the public,” Gallego
said in an email.

Inspection Certificates 
Candido cautioned that the investigation is still some way

from being completed and it has yet to reach firm conclusions,
particularly on the issue of liability. SSI, which rented the offices
from NCCC, needed to have its own operating sprinkler system
to get its annual fire safety inspection certificate, which was in
turn required for its yearly business permit renewal, Candido said.
Investigators will look into whether there were any questions that
came up when NCCC and SSI were granted these certificates
this year and in previous years, he said.

NCCC last got the certificate in April 2017 and SSI in
September 2017, according to Honee Fritz Alagano, Davao City fire
marshall and spokeswoman for the Bureau of Fire Protection in the
city. That was after passing the Davao City Bureau of Fire
Protection’s annual inspections, she said. Candido said it was the
responsibility of both building owners and tenants to make sure that
alarm and sprinkler systems were installed and operating. Under the
nation’s fire code, if there were two alarm systems they should be
integrated so that the mall’s would have triggered SSI’s, and vice-
versa. Barbara Palmer, SSI’s senior vice president for global market-
ing, said in an email response to a series of Reuters’ questions about
fire safety at its Davao offices that the firm could not address them
specifically while the investigation is ongoing. Gallego from NCCC
also declined to comment on specific safety issues.

Structural Questions 
Candido said investigators are also looking at whether the

ceiling material in the call centre was flammable but haven’t
drawn any conclusions yet. He also said that the investigation was
looking at some major structural questions concerning the SSI
offices and how they related to the rest of the mall - issues that
may not have put anyone in breach of regulations. For example,
while SSI’s fire exits would have passed inspection, only one of
them had stairs leading directly outside the building. The others,

he said, headed back into the mall.  These areas quickly filled up
with smoke making them useless as a means to escape, he said.

Indeed, the position of the offices in the mall may have put
them at high risk as the smoke from a fire elsewhere in the build-
ing would be funneled towards the offices, Candido said. “When
fire occurred in any part of the mall, SSI will be fully engulfed.
That explains why the exits were not used because they were cut
off by the smoke,” he said. Candido separately told reporters that
initial findings indicated the fire was caused by an electrical prob-
lem in the ceiling at the furniture and fabric store, exacerbated by
the failure of the sprinkler system on that same floor.

He also said the Research Now SSI records showed that the
firm’s latest fire drill was poorly attended. He did not say when
the exercise took place. “Out of hundreds of personnel, less than
10 participated,” he said, adding that three of those died in the
blaze. NCCC’s Gallego and SSI’s Palmer declined to comment on
Candido’s assertions. Alagano, the fire marshall, said that sound-
proofing in SSI’s offices meant that staff may not have heard the
alarm go off in the mall. She also said it is clear that some
employees went to their lockers to get their mobile phones
before trying to evacuate, wasting precious time. The probe will
also be looking at how long it took the mall to call the fire
brigade. Alagano said the fire likely started sometime between
9.40 am and 9.48 am, but the fire service database showed it
didn’t get the call until 10.05 am and firefighters arrived five min-
utes after that.

Business Processing Boom
SSI says it has operations across the world and more than

3,500 market research, consulting, media, healthcare and corpo-
rate clients. It had about 500 employees at the Davao operation.
It is part of the Philippines’ $23 billion business process out-
sourcing (BPO) industry. That is a vital source of jobs and for-
eign exchange, providing incomes key to driving what is one of
Asia’s fastest growing economies, though wages for call centre
workers are low at around $3,000-$5,000 a year, depending on
location and experience. The sector employs about 1.15 million
people providing services to mostly international firms, with the
United States its biggest market. The industry expects that to
grow to 1.8 million people by 2025 amid plans to expand beyond
its mainstay call center services. Reuters reached out to numer-
ous SSI employees in Davao in person and via their social media
accounts but none of them agreed to be interviewed. —Reuters


